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Abstract 
Let X be a space with a star-countable k-network. We give a reflection theorem on X, and a 
characterization for a k-space X to be the quotient s- (or compact) image of a locally separable 
metric space. Also, we give a result on the hyperspace K(X) of X. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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Introduction 
Every CW-complex, more generally, every space dominated by locally separable metric 
spaces has a star-countable k-network. Also, every closed image of a locally separable 
metric space has a star-countable k-network. Star-countable k-networks are investigated 
in [3,6,11,20], etc. Let X be a space with a star-countable k-network. In this paper, we 
show that X is an No-space if any subset with cardinality WI is a cosmic, or separable 
a-space, and that if X is a k-space, then X is the quotient s- (compact) image of a locally 
separable metric space iff X contains no closed copy of S,, (SW). Also, we show that 
the hyperspace K(X) of a space X with a star-countable k-network has a star-countable 
k-network. 
We recall main definitions which will be used in this paper. Let X be a topological 
space, and let W be a collection of subsets of X. We recall that W is compact-finite (stur- 
countable) if every compact subset K c X (Q E W) meets at most finitely (countably) 
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many P E W. Let P be a cover of X. Then P is called a k-network for X, if whenever 
K c U with K compact and U open, then K c IJ P’ c U for some finite P’ c P. 
Also, P is called a cs-network if whenever L is a sequence converging to a point x E X 
such that x E U with U open in X, then there exists P E P such that x E P, and L is 
eventually in P. If X has a cr-locally finite k-network (countable k-network), then X is 
called N-space (No-space). 
All spaces are regular and Tr, and maps are continuous and onto. Readers may refer 
to [2,21,24], etc. for unstated definitions. 
Results 
First. we need some lemmas. 
Lemma 1 [ 121. Let X have a star-countable k-network P. Then X is the disjoint union 
of {Xa: (Y E A} satisfying (i), (ii), and (iii) below. 
(i) Each X, is an No-space which is the countable union of elements of P. 
(ii) {Xa: cz E A} is compact-finite. 
(iii) When X is a k-space, for 5, E X, (CI E A), D = {xa: a E A} is discrete and 
closed in X. 
In this paper, let us call the disjoint cover {Xol: o E A} in the previous lemma the 
decomposition of X. 
Lemma 2 [6]. A k-space with a star-countable k-network is a hereditarily meta-Lindelof 
space (indeed, hereditarily paracompact [20]). 
By Lemmas 1 and 2, we get the following [20]. 
Lemma 3. Let X be a k-space with a star-countable k-network. Then any separable 
subset of X is an No-space. 
By a reflection theorem due to Gruenhage [l], it means a theorem of the following 
general form: 
“If X is a space (with some properties), and every small (e.g., cardinality < wi) 
subspace of X has property P, then X has property P”. 
For example, the reflection theorem holds when P is the hereditarily separable property. 
In terms of k-network, let us consider the following question related to a reflection 
theorem. We note that not every separable, N-space with a star-countable k-network is 
an No-space; see [3, Example 4.1(5)]. 
Question. Let X have a star-countable k-network, and any subset of X with cardinality 
wi be separable. Then, is X an No-space? (In other words, is any hereditarily separable 
space X with a star-countable k-network an No-space?) 
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We give a partial answer to this question. 
Theorem 1. Let X have a star-countable k-network. Then X is an No-space (separable 
metric space) if any subset of X with cardinal&y < WI is a separable u-space (separable 
metric space). 
Proof. Let P be a star-countable k-network of X. Let {X,: a E A} be the decompo- 
sition of X associated with P. We will prove jAl < w. Suppose IAl > wt. Pick At c A 
with jA,i = WI. For each IU E A,, we pick 2, E X,, and let D = {z,: (Y E A,}. 
Then D is hereditarily separable, hence wi-compact. But every uli-compact, a-space is 
a cosmic space (i.e., space with a countable network). Then D is a cosmic space. Let 
W = {Wn: n E RI} be a countable network for D which is closed under finite intersec- 
tions.ForeachnEN,pickd, E IV, ~W,andletDi = {d,: n~N}.Taked~ D-D,, 
and let Wt = {W E W: d E IV}. Choose a sequence {W,*: n E W} c WI such that 
w: ’ K,, for any n E N, and for any W E WI, there is some W; E { W;: n E N} 
with Wz c W. For each n E N, pick yin E W,*nD,, then p/n + d, but {d}U{yyn: n E RI} 
is an infinitely compact subset, and meets infinitely many X,. This is a contradiction, 
because {X,: Q E A,} is compact-finite by Lemma 1. So, /Al < w. Hence P is a 
countable k-network of X. Then X is an No-space. For the parenthetic part, first, we 
prove that X is a Frechet space. Let z E A, A c X. Since X is a cosmic space, z E ?? 
for some C c A with ICJ < w. But C U (2) is metrizable, then there exists a sequence 
L c C, L converging to x. Thus X is a Frechet space. Since X contains no copy of 
S,, X is a strong Frechet by [24, Proposition 1.111. Hence X is a separable metric 
space [3]. 0 
Remark. In Theorem 1, we do not know whether we can replace “separable metric 
space” by “locally separable metric space”. If X is a k-space, then this replacement is 
possible (cf. Proposition 3(2)). 
By Theorem 1, we can get the following proposition. 
Proposition 2. A space X is an No-space iff X is a cosmic space with a star-countable 
k-network. 
Remark. The condition “star-countable k-network” in the previous proposition cannot be 
weakened to “point-countable k-network consisting of separable subsets”. In fact, there 
exists a cosmic, k-space which has a point-countable k-network consisting of compact 
metric subsets, but it is not an No-space in view of [9, Example 41. 
In [lo], it is shown that a space has a a-compact-finite k-network if it has a star- 
countable k-network, or a a-hereditarily closure-preserving k-network. In view of The- 
orem 1, we have the following proposition. Thus, every hereditarily separable k-space 
with a a-compact-finite k-network is an No-space. But the authors do not know whether 
any separable k-space X with a a-compact-finite k-network is an No-space, or a g-space 
[lo, Question 211. Under CH, X is an No-space [lo]. 
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Proposition 3. Let X have a a-compact-Jinite k-network. Then (1) and (2) below hold. 
(1) If any subset of cardinal&y WI is a separable a-space (separable metric space), 
then X is an No-space (metric space). 
(2) Suppose that X is a k-space. Then, the “u-space” can be omitted in (1). Also, for 
the parenthetic part in (I), the “WI” is weakened to “w”. 
Proof. (1) Let P = UP, be a a-compace-finite k-network. Suppose that some P, is 
uncountable. Then we can take an uncountable subfamily {Pa: cr E A} of P, and a 
set D = (2,: (Y E A} of points such that 2, E P, and z, # zp for o # ,/?. Then D 
contains a convergent sequence in view of the proof of Theorem 1, which contradicts 
the compact-finiteness of Pn. 
(2) It suffices to show that every wi-compact, k-space Y with a a-compact-finite k- 
network is a cosmic space. In fact, let P = UP, be a a-compact-finite k-network for 
Y. Then each P, = {Pa: Q E A} is countable. Indeed, suppose not. Then there is an 
uncountable subfamily {P,: a E A’}, we can pick x, E P, with x, # x0 if cy # p. 
Thus, A = {z a: (u E A’} has a cluster point. Then we can assume that A is not closed in 
Y. Since Y is a k-space, there exists a compact subset C of Y containing infinitely many 
points in A. Thus the compact set C meets infinitely many P, E P,, a contradication. 
For the latter part of (2), note that every k-space with a a-compact-finite network is 
sequential, because any compact subset is cosmic, thus metric. Then, X is sequential. 
But, since any countable subset of X is metric, X is strongly Frechet by [ 14, Lemma 8.3, 
proposition 8.71. Thus, X is metric by [5, Corollary 21. 0 
In [12], it is shown that every k-space X with a star-countable k-network is an N- 
space when X has a o-locally countable k-network. Here, we note that every space with 
a a-locally countable k-network has obviously a compact-countable “closed” k-network. 
Also, we note that every space with a star-countable k-network has a compact-countable 
k-network, but need not have a compact-countable “closed” k-network [l 11. Thus, it is 
natural to ask whether every k-space with a star-countable k-network and a compact- 
countable “closed” k-network is an N-space or not. However, this question is negative. 
In fact, we have the following example. 
Example. Let X = {x a: a < w1 } be a separable metric space in which every compact 
subset is countable (for example, X is a subset of the Bernstein set of the real line). 
For each cr < wi, let L, be a convergent sequence with the limit point ya. Let Y be 
the quotient space by identifying ya and X~ to a single point for each Q: < wi. Then 
it is easy to see that Y is a k-space with a star-countable k-network, but Y is not an 
N-space in view of the proof of Example in [ 11, Remark 1.141. We will show that Y has 
a compact-countable closed k-network. 
For each Q < wi, let {La,n: n E N} denote the family {L, - A: A c L, - 
{y,}, IA] < w} and f3 be a countable closed base of X. Put W = B U {L,,,: n E 
W u {{!/Y): Y E U{Lol - {y/a]: Q < WI}}. Then W is a compact-countable closed 
k-network for Y. 
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We know many characterizations for images of nice spaces by nice maps with locally 
compact domains; see [15,18], for example. However, we know a few characterizations 
for images of locally separable metric spaces by certain s-maps; see [25], for example. 
Among spaces with a star-countable k-network, we shall give characterizations of locally 
separable metric spaces by nice maps with separable or compact fibers. 
We recall canonical spaces S,, , S,, and SZ. S, is called the sequential fan, and SZ is 
the Arens’ space; see [24], for example. The space S,, (SW) is the space obtained from 
the topological sum of WI (w) many convergent sequences by identifying all limit points 
to a single point. 
A map f : X + Y is called a compact-covering (sequence-covering) map if for ev- 
ery compact subset K (convergent sequence L) of Y, there is a compact subset K’ 
(convergent sequence L’) of X such that f(K’) = K (f(L’) = L). 
For A c X, let S(A) = {x E X: there exists a sequence in A converging to z}. 
Theorem 4. Let X be a k-space with a star-countable k-network. Then the following 
are equivalent. 
(1) X is the quotient compact-covering s-image of a locally separable metric space. 
(2) X is the quotient s-image of a locally separable metric space. 
(3) X contains no closed copy of S,,. 
Proof. (1) * (2) is clear. (2) + (3) follows from Example 9.2 in [2]. For (3) + (l), 
let P be a star-countable k-network for X. Let {Xcy : cy E A} be the decomposition 
of X associated with P. Since X contains no closed copy of S,, , {S(X,): a E 
A} is point-countable by Lemma 1. By Lemma 3, each S(X,) is an No-space. Let 
f : C&t S(XC4 + X be the obvious map, and let goi : Ma + S(X,) be a compact- 
covering map, where Ma is a separable metric space [ 141. Let 
and h = f o g. Then h is an s-map. We will prove that h is a compact-covering map. 
In fact, let K be a compact subset of X. By Lemma 1, K c U{X,i: i < n} (n E W). 
Let Ki = K n X,i (i < n). Note that K is a compact metric subset of X, because any 
- 
compact subset is cosmic by Lemma 1, hence metric. Then K, = S(K,) c S(XQi) for 
each i < n. Since each K, is a compact subset of S(X,,), we choose a compact subset 
- 
Li of Ma such that g(L%) = Ki. Then h(eiG, Li) = K, and eiC, Li is a compact 
subset of $Cye.n Ma, hence h is compact-covering. Since X is a k-space and h is a 
compact-covering map, h is a quotient map. 0 
A map f : X 4 Y is called a compact map if any f-’ (1~) is compact in X 
Theorem 5. Let X be a k-space with a star-countable k-network. Then X is the quotient 
compact image of a locally separable metric space ifs X contains no closed copy of S,. 
To prove Theorem 5, we need the following Lemmas 4 and 5 due to [7]. 
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Lemma 4. A space X is g-second countable (in sense of [21]) iff X is the quotient 
compact image of a separable metric space. 
Lemma 5. Let f :X ---) Y be a map such that X and Y are sequential. The necessary 
and suflcient condition for the map f to be quotient is that for every convergent sequence 
{Yn: n E IV} c Y, yn --f yo, there exists a convergent sequence (5,: n E N} c 
x, 5, + x0, such that {f(z,): n E RI} is a subsequence of {yin: n E IV} and 
f(xo) = Yo. 
Proof of Theorem 5. The “only if” part holds [23, Theorem 1.7 (i)]. We prove the “if” 
part. Let {X,: a E A} be the decomposition of X, where X, are No-subspaces. Since 
X contains no closed copy of S,, {S(Xa!): cy E A} is point-finite by Lemma 1. Let 
f : 63&l S(XJ --) X be the obvious map. By Lemma 3, S(X,) is a k- and No-space. 
But X contains no closed copy of S,, then S(X,) is g-first countable by [B, Theorem 
11. Hence S(X,) is g-second countable by [21, Theorem 1.151. By Lemma 4, for each 
(Y E A, there exists a separable metric space MO such that gO : Ma + S(X,) is a 
quotient compact map. Let 
where MA = g;’ (S(X,)). Then h = f o g : eaEA MA --+ X is a compact map. We 
shall prove h is a quotient map. Let {cc~} c X with x71 + CE. By Lemma 1, there is an cy 
such that X, contains a subsequence {x~, k} of (2,). Then 2 E S(Xa). Since ga is a 
quotient map, by Lemma 5, there exists {ym} c Ma, ylm -+ y such that ga(g) = 2 and 
{gQ(gm)} is a subsequence of {z~, k}. Then h(y) = 5 and {h(y,)} is a subsequence 
of {zcn, k}. By Lemma 5, h is a quotient map. 0 
Theorem 6. A space X is the closed image of a locally separable metric space iflX is 
a k-space with a star-countable k-network and contains no closed copy of 572. 
Proof. We note that X is the closed image of a locally separable metric space iff X is a 
Frechet space with a star-countable k-network [ 111. Then we only prove that a k-space 
with a star-countable k-network is Frechet iff it contains no closed copy of Sz. But, this 
fact was proved in [ 121. •I 
Theorem 7. Let X have a star-countable k-network. Then X is the sequence-covering 
s-image of a locally separable metric space iff X is the sequence-covering s-image of a 
metric space. 
Proof. We only prove the “if” part. We recall that a space X is a sequence-covering 
s-image of a metric space iff X has a point-countable cs-network [4]. Let P be a point- 
countable cs-network of X, here we assume that P is closed under finite intersections. 
Let {Xa: (Y E A} be the decomposition of X and P’ = {P E P: P is an No-space 
of X}. Then P’ is a cs-network for X. In fact, let L = {z,: n E IV} converge to 5 
with x E U and U is open. Let P, = {P E P: x E P, P c U and L is eventually 
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in P}. Then ‘P, is countable, we take a subfamily ‘PL = {P,: n E N} of P, such 
that P, > P,+i for any n and ‘PI is a network of z in X. If ?h n P’ = 8, it means 
that each P, meets uncountably many X,. Pick z,, E P, n X, in~ for some a(n) E A, 
. where X, (no # X, cm) if n # m. Then {zn n E W} is a convergent sequence with 
Z, 4 2. The compact set {zn} U { } z meets infinitely many X,. This is a contradiction 
to Lemma 1. Thus P’ is a point-countable cs-network consisting of No-subspaces. Let 
P’ = {PO: 0 E r}, and let 
be the obvious map, gp : Mp + PO be a sequence-covering map, where MD is a separable 
metric space [22]. It is easy to see that h = f o g is a sequence-covering s-map from a 
locally separable metric space ePEr MD onto X. 0 
Remark. 
(I) It is natural to ask whether every quotient compact image of a locally separable 
(or locally compact) metric space has a star-countable k-network. However, this 
question is negative. In fact, there exists a cosmic space X which is the quotient 
compact image of a locally compact metric space, but X has no star-countable 
k-networks, and no compact-countable k-networks; see [9, Example 41. 
(2) In Theorem 7, when X is a k-space, X is the quotient sequence-covering s-image 
of a locally separable metric space. Because, every k-space with a star-countable 
k-network is sequential, and every sequence-covering map onto a sequential space 
is quotient. 
Finally, we shall consider the hyperspace K(X) of a space X in terms of k-networks. 
For a space X, let K(X) be the family of all nonempty compact subsets of X, and let 
K(X) be a space topologized with finite topology. That is, K(X) has a base consisting 
of all subsets of the following form: 
(VI.. . , Uk) = {K E K(X): K c U{U~: 1 < i < Ic} and K n Vi # 0}: 
where {Ui.... , Uk} is a finite family of open subsets of X. It is well known that K(X) 
is a regular 7’1 -space. 
In [16], it is shown that every hyperspace of a Frechet space with a a-compact-finite 
closed k-network is a paracompact a-space. Also, it is shown in [ 171 that a space X has a 
a-CF pseudo-base iff so does K(X). Concerning spaces with a star-countable k-network, 
the following holds. 
Theorem 8. A space X has a star-countable k-network if so does K(X). 
Proof. The “if” part is trivial. We shall prove the “only if” part. Let X have a star- 
countable k-network P, and let 
W={(P, ,..., Pk): PI . . . . . pk~‘PandIc~N}, 
where 
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(PI,. . . , Pk) = {K E K(X): K c U{P~: 1 < i < k} and 
K n Pi # 0 for each i 
> 
(1) W is star-countable in K(X). Let {Xa: Q E A} be the decomposition of X 
associated with P. For any (PI, . . . , Pk) E W, by Lemma 1, for each i < k, let Pi c 
X,ci) for some o(i) E A. If (PI,. . . , Pk) n (&I,. . . , Qm) # 0, pick K E (PI,. . . , Pk) n 
(Ql,..., Qm),thenKclJPiandPinK#O,l <i<k.KcUQj,andQjnK#O, 
l<j<m. 
Since K C U X,ci). Then, for each j 6 m, Qj n X,ci) # 0 for some i < k. By the 
definition of X,ci), Qj c X,ci), i.e., Qj E P* = {P E P, P c X,ci) for some i < k}. 
This means for any j 6 m, Qj E P*. But IP* 1 < w. So, (PI, . . . , Pk) meets at most 
countably many elements of W. 
(2) W is a k-networkfor K(X). Let K: c 6 with K: compact and 6 open in x(X). 
Case 1. 6 is a basic open subset of It(X), i.e., @ = (Ui, . . . , Uh), Ui, . . . , Uk are 
open in X. Since K: is compact and It(X) is regular, there exists a finite open cover 
{V(i): i 6 n} of K: such that 
K: c u B(i) c u Cl(@)) c 6, 
i i 
where each c(i) is a basic open subset of It(X). Let 1 < i 6 n be fixed for a while, 
and let p(i) = (VI,. . . , Vs) with VI,. . . , V, open in X. First, let us note the following 
facts: 
(1) [13, Lemma 2.3.21. Cl@(i)) = (vi,. . .vs) = {K E K(X): K c UiVi and 
KnVi # 0, for each i}. 
(2) [13, Lemma 2.3.11. Cl@(i)) c 6 e+ UjE1 vj c Ui=, Vi, and for each i < k 
there exists j(i) with j(i) < s such that vj(i) c Ui. 
Let Na = {j(i): i = 1,. . . , k}, WI = (1,. . . ,s} -No. 
By [19, Theorem 0.21, K(i) = U{K: K E K n C@(i))} is compact in X, and it is 
easy to see that K(i) E (PI , . . , cs) c (UI , . . . , Uk). 
For each j E No, choose a finite Pj c P such that (K(i) n vj) n P # 0 for P E Pj 
and K(i) nvj c U Pj c n{Ui: j(i) = j}. 
For each j E Ni, choose a finite Pj c P such that (K(i) n vj) n P # 8 for P E Pj 
and K(i) nvj c UP, c U{Ui: 1 < i < k}. 
Let W’ = {U{P,l: j = 1,2,. . ., s}: 0 # Pi c Pj}. Then K: n Cl@(i)) c 
U{(VV”): W” E W’} c @, h w ere (W”) = (PI, . ,_P,) for W” = {PI, . . , P,}. 
Running i from 1 to n, we can see K: c IJ W* c U for some finite W* c W. 
Case 2. Let 6 be an open subset of It(X). From the definition of the base for the 
topology of It(X), there exists a finite cover {G(i): i = 1, . . . , h} of K consisting of 
basic open subsets of K(X) such that K c Ui f?(i) c 6. Since K is compact, there exists 
a closed cover {K(i): i = 1,. . . , h} of K such that K(i) c t?(i) for each i. By virtue 
of case 1, for each i we can&id finite W(i) C W such that K(i) c UW(i) c f?(i). 
Hence K c U,“=, UW(i) c U. 0 
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For a nonempty compact subset C of K(X) of a space X, UC is compact in X [19]. 
Thus the following holds in view of the proof of the previous theorem. 
Proposition 9. A space X has a a-compact-jinite k-network iff so does K(X). 
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